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1 Motivation
In recent years, in the light of the Kyoto agreement for example, the demand for politics
to encourage the reduction of the consumption of energy produced from fossil fuels has
increased.

The problem however is that policies are made in complex settings and public policy-makers
face the fundamental problems of uncertainty andunpredictability in dealingwith realworld
issues. As a consequence, policy-making can fail to impact the real world in a desired way.

One means of assessing complex settings are (computational) models. These models are
increasingly being used to inform public policy makers [13] and are being called for to help
to analyse real-world issues [14].

One of themajor computational tools for understanding implications of policies in such com-
plex settings is to use agent-based models (ABMs) [4]. As elaborated in Deliverable 4.1 an
ABM“is a computationalmethod that enables a researcher to create, analyse, and experiment
with models composed of agents that interact within an environment [1].” It is composed of
autonomous and heterogeneous agents – computational entities which represent the decision
entities relevant for the the research question the model is addressing – which interact with
and observe one another and the system itself and make decisions based on these interac-
tions and observations. The emergent behaviour of the individual decisions and resulting
actions is considered the result of the simulation.

Looking at this definition, it becomes apparent that the relevance of a model and its results
are strongly dependant on the setup of the agents and their decision making. However,
translating a (policy) question and the domain knowledge into an ABM for policy analysis is
a challenge, in particular because of the beforehand mentioned complexity involved.

With respect to policy analysis in particular, one important aspect of this challenge is to un-
derstand how the parties the policies are enacted upon will react to the policies. In detail,
wanting to analyse the impact of policies on individuals, the modeller needs to understand
which decision criteria are of importance to individuals and therefore need to be modelled
and how the decision entities react to these decision criteria.

In the light of this problem, after explaining the main focus of the agent-based model of the
ePolicy project (Sec. 2.1), this deliverable thereforewill explain howbehavioural rules for and
the general setup of agents for the ABMwas derived from empirical data, i.e. it will provide
a justification for the modelling decisions made in the ePolicy ABM. For this purpose, first
the data collection for the project (Sec. 2.3) and the results of this data collection (Sec. 2.4) are
discussed. The translation of these results into an ABM and the verification and validation
of the simulator are the focus of Sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. The deliverable finishes
with a discussion of possible extensions of the present ABM prototype (Sec. 2.7) as well as
an outline how the existing simulation can be adapted to different scenarios (e.g. different
regions, stakeholder groups or application scenarios) in Section 3.
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2 The Agent-Based Modelling Research Process
2.1 Research Question
Looking at the traditional research process of agent-based modelling, depicted in Figure 1,
before even thinking about the agents and their decision making for an agent-based model,
the fundamental issue of the research question the model is trying to help to answer needs
to be addressed.

Figure 1: The Agent-based Modelling Process, adapted from [6]

Derived from the ePolicy project description, the especially for policy makers interesting
general research question is as follows:

What are the effects of different policy instruments on the behaviour of people
with respect to parameters of importance for the success of the policy?

Given the case study of the Regional Energy Plan in the Emilia Romagna Region used in the
ePolicy project, this question can be refined further as follows:

What are the effects of different policy instruments on the photovoltaic system
diffusion (individual level) in the Emilia Romagna region with respect to the CO2

emission and the costs involved with respect to the policy instruments?

This far more specific question, besides the general CO2 emission focus resulting from the
general environmental perspective of the regional energy plan, has two specific foci which
were decided upon together with the project partners:

• The technology being considered in the simulator are photovoltaic solar panels, and
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• the agents that will be represented in the simulator are individual households.

The general need to focus on such a specific question resulted from two general considera-
tions: The need of any ABM for a specific question as well the resources available to collect
data for informing the agent setup and rules. Starting with the focus on photovoltaic rather
then other technologies such as wind power or biomass, the specific focus chosen for the
ePolicy social simulator prototype will now be explained in more detail.

Unlike other countries, Italy has few fossil fuel resources and relies heavily on imported
natural gas, which is why (together with a general strong sentiment of the Italian popula-
tion against nuclear power) renewable energy has long been a topic on interest in Italy. Of
the different renewable energy technologies available (including hydro-power, wind-bower,
biomass and solar photovoltaic panels for example), solar photovoltaic panels have been of
particular interest in Italy due to two reasons: Climate and economic conditions that have
resulted in a steep rise of photovoltaic in Italy in the last couple of years1.

Quoting Marie Latour, senior national policy adviser at the European Photovoltaic Industry
Association (EPIA):

Italy will be one of the countries where solar will remain one of the most attrac-
tive. Solar makes sense because of a combination of factors – it is a sunny country
and electricity prices are high. In Spain, I wouldn’t tell you the same because elec-
tricity prices are much lower [2].

Thus, as indicated by Figure 2, Italy not only has high solar irridiation levels allowing for
high levels of photovoltaic energy production, but in addition high energy prices and low
panel costs paired with current governmental subsidies have supported a fast growth of the
photovoltaic uptake.

One problemwith this uptake was, that part of it was incentivized strongly by governmental
subsidies, resulting in high costs for these subsidies. As one of the results of these high costs
Italy’s newnational energy strategy published inMarch 2013 has announced that it will cease
to offer any additional financial support once the Conto Energia V incentive programme hits
its cap of e 6.7 billion. This results in the question if and how to best continue to incentivize
photovoltaic installations, making it a recent and important research question for the ePolicy
project.

Having decided on photovoltaic as the technology to concentrate on, in a next step a decision
on the stakeholders to model needs to be made. The task of collecting data on the decision
making behaviour of stakeholders is labour intensive and as a result of person months limi-
tations, only one of the stakeholder types could be focused on for the first prototype. Looking
at possible stakeholders of relevance for the question of photovoltaic adoption in general, the
following list can be composed:

1The installed photovoltaic capacity, compared to the previous year, has tripled in 2010 and almost quadru-
pled in 2011.
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Figure 2: The Solar Radiation Map of Italy
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• individuals / households
• energy companies

– photovoltaic installers
– energy/electricity providers
– power plants
– companies focused on other renewable energy technologies (i.e. not photovoltaic)

• non-energy companies (of various sizes)
• policy makers on different levels (e.g. mayor in town, regional government, national
government)

• public buildings (stakeholders are the owners, which might be the state)

Of these individual households were chosen for the ePolicy project as photovoltaic is already
widely spread on company level. In comparison individual household adoption is legging
behind, which is why a policy need to foster this adoption in the future exists, as encouraging
households to adopt photovoltaic on a broader level allows for new avenues in renewable
energy spreading2.

Having explained the research question of the ePolicy project social simulator, the next sec-
tions deal in more detail with the remaining steps in the Agent-Based Modelling Research
Process shown in Figure 1. We will start by laying the methodological foundation of agent-
based modelling in the next Section, afterwards (Sections 2.3 and 2.4) the data collection to
conceptualize and implement the model will be discussed. The translation of these results
into an agent-based model is the focus of Section 2.5 and Section 2.6 looks at the verification
and validation of the model. A discussion of the results of the model and the transfer of
the results to the case study are not part of this deliverable but will be discussed in Deliver-
able 4.3. Instead this deliverable will outline potential extensions for the current version of
the simulator (Sec. 2.7) as well as summarise what needs to be done on order to adapt the
simulator to different scenarios then the case study (Sec. 3).

2.2 Agent-Based-Modelling
Recapitulating fromDeliverable 4.1, the modelling technique used to develop the social sim-
ulator for the ePolicy project is agent-based modelling. An agent-based model (ABM) “is
a computational method that enables a researcher to create, analyse, and experiment with
models composed of agents that interact within an environment [1].”

There are several important elements in this description. Firstly, the model is composed of
autonomous and heterogeneous agents. That is, there are many simulated individuals with
different properties and decision making rules. In ePolicy for example, properties include
geographic location, photovoltaic and policy instrument knowledge as well as housing and
financial situation, and rules include photovoltaic prevalence at which the individual will
consider gathering information about photovoltaic because they might install panels.

2For the future work we are currently discussing the inclusion of other stakeholders in the simulator. An
explanation on the ideas for this futuremodels and a discussion of the general problems involved in the process
of including new stakeholders are given in Sections 2.7 and 3.
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Secondly, these agents interact within an environment. That is, the individuals are able to
perceive the situation in which they find themselves, take that situation into account in their
decisions and take actions that affect the environment. Continuing the example, the individ-
uals are able to perceive the photovoltaic prevalence in their location, which allows them to
check their perception of photovoltaic and the respective policy instruments.

Finally, ABM is a computational method that simulates interactions over time. Simulations
allow ’what if’ questions to be tested quickly, cheaply and without the ethical problems of
setting up experiments. Provided the key interactions are properly represented in themodel,
the simulation can explore the consequences of different actions. For ePolicy, different policy
instruments (see above) were implemented that can be tested as separate runs of the simula-
tionmodelwith the results of the simulation indicating the reaction of individual households
to the different policy instruments.

It is important to recognise, however, that the results of a simulation run will not be suitable
for forecasting. For example, it would not be appropriate to claim that a particular policy
instrument implementation would lead to 20% adoption of photovoltaic. The model is a
simplified representation of the key relationships that exist in the real world. That simplifi-
cation is whatmakes themodel useful – knowledge about the real world can be captured and
its consequences can be understood – but the model will not be detailed enough to support
specific claims. In the terminology of [8], themodel is amediator “used primarily to establish
the capability of the conceptual model to represent the system and to then gain some insight
into the system’s characteristics and behaviours” so as to understand potential implications
of different scenarios.

The ABM for the ePolicy project is developed inNetLogo [15], a specialist ABMdevelopment
tool with its own programming language. NetLogo is available open source and has a wide
popularity. One reason for this popularity is its integrated user interface which allows users
of the model to interact with it easily.

The NetLogo model developed for ePolicy for example allows users to input different policy
instruments (and the funding they give) and also to manipulate other parameters that are
relevant for planning such as the region to be considered and the threshold of photovoltaic
adoption that one wants to reach.

A NetLogo model has three layers (see Figure 3) that can be accesses by clicking on the re-
spective tabs in the simulation environment.

Figure 3: The NetLogo Layers

The ’Code’ layer sets out agent properties, interaction rules and data. The ’Interface’ layer
provides tools to allow the user tomanipulate keymodel parameters and run themodel, and
reports of results including charts and other information to monitor the simulation during
the run. The ’Info’ layer is to allow accessible documentation to be packaged with the model.
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In addition, a so-called BehaviorSpace tool in NetLogo provides scenario management capa-
bilities, so that results from multiple simulation runs can be exported for analysis.

In this deliverable, the main focus is on the code layer where the agent properties and inter-
actions rules are encoded. Thus, in the Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we outline results from empirical
research conducted to understand how different policy instrument change the photovoltaic
attitudes of Italian households. Afterwards in Section 2.5 we outline how these results have
been translated to code for the code layer3. Both of these steps (i.e. the data collection and
the translation of the data) belong to the model design and implementation phase shown in
Figure 1.

2.3 Data Collection
One of the main problems in developing a social simulation is the question how to model
the decision making of the modelled entities. In our specific case study this translates to the
question what makes households decide for adopting for photovoltaic and what stops them
frommaking this decision (under consideration of the different policy instruments available).

In order to understand the photovoltaic decision making of individual households better (to
be able to generate a ABM which more closely replicates real world behaviour) we pursued
two avenues for collecting empirical data:

• an online questionnaire in Italian concentrating on the general attitudes towards pho-
tovoltaic and its adoption, as well as

• semi-structured interviewswith both apartment block caretakers (building administra-
tors) and employees of photovoltaic-rated companies. This included both companies
installing photovoltaic panels as well as companies helping with certification and sub-
sidies for photovoltaic installations.

Both of these approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, which we tried to ac-
count for when developing the ABM. The online questionnaire for example had a relatively
wide reach by being published photovoltaic-orientated blogs, discussion boards and other
online fora. The distribution however also resulted in a bias towards people having Internet
access and frequenting the photovoltaic-oriented websites where the questionnaire link was
posted (and hence having thought about photovoltaic before). Looking at the conducted in-
terviews, one of the advantages they had was the relatively accessible sample group. The
interviews furthermore revealed issues and factors with respect to household decision mak-
ing which could not be easily gathered in questionnaires. They also allowed us insights into
the decision making of blocks of flats. On the downside the risk of the interviews was that
our interview partners had only limited knowledge of household decision making and all
information provided by them was indirect information. This is why we were in particular
looking at employees with high person contact when arranging for our interviews.

The output of the empirical data collectionwas as follows: We collected 196 completed online
3A discussion of the interface layer can be found in Deliverable 4.1.
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questionnaires, which were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics4. The collection period for
the online questionnaire was March till June 2013. Concerning the interviews, in total 11
people were interviewed between May and August 2013. Three of the interview partners
were apartment block caretakers and remaining interview partners worked for photovoltaic
related companies. The average length of the interviewswas between 60 and 90minutes. The
interviewguidelines used for the semi-structured interviews can be found inAppendicesA.1
and A.2. A printout of the online questionnaire was added as Appendix B.

2.4 Results
Having presented the general means of data acquisition in the previous section, this section
now turns to the analysis of the results, starting with the interviews.

2.4.1 Interviews
In the interviews, two groups of interview partner were being interviewed: Apartment block
caretakers and employees of the photovoltaic-related companies. As demonstrate by the re-
spective interview guidelines, the former were in particular asked about the specifics of pho-
tovoltaic adoption in flats (and the motivations involved in the installation process), whereas
the latter were being interviewed about the knowledge, fears and hopes of individuals who
contacted them about photovoltaic panels. Particular focus was given to their knowledge of
considerations for and against photovoltaic by households, both before the contact the the
photovoltaic company as well as after the contact was made.

Looking at the apartment block caretakers results first, the in apartment blocks basically no
photovoltaic is being installed. The three interview partners we had in total administrated
287 buildings, of which only four buildings had photovoltaic installed. Out of these four
buildings only one had it installed after construction (i.e. only for one building a deliberate
decision after construction was made to put up photovoltaic). The interview partners also
reported of several attempts in block of flat were made to put up photovoltaic panels, but
none of them was successful, even though they themselves or other parties of the block of
flat had tried to push the adoption of photovoltaic a lot. The reason they outlined for this low
success rate is what they called the “quasi 100% rule”. Thus according to the legal specifica-
tions, if photovoltaic should be installed on a block of flats, 75% of the house owners need to
agree to the installation. However in addition to this, each owner of a flat in the block of flats
has the right to veto against the installation of photovoltaic. This means that “quasi 100%”
need to agree. They also highlighted that flat owners tend to have a strong financial interest
in the flats they own. The installation of photovoltaic however typically has a low return on
investment for them, as the gains from lower electricity prices do not necessarily fall directly
back to them.

Interviews with the employees of photovoltaic-related companies revealed that most peo-
ple despite, possibly having heard about policy instruments supporting the installation, had

4SPSS Statistics is a software package used for statistical analysis. It is widely used for statistical analy-
sis in social science. More information on the program can be found on the web: http://www-01.ibm.com/
software/uk/analytics/spss/.
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very little knowledge about the actual costs involved in the process5. This aspect is very im-
portant for the social simulation as it tells that households when thinking about photovoltaic
will typically not be able to make a clear cost-benefit-calculation, but rather act on (other)
perceived benefits of photovoltaic. As main drivers for people considering photovoltaic and
contacting them, the photovoltaic companies identified high energy costs and potential re-
sulting saving after the photovoltaic installation, a general interest in renewable energy and
information from peers in particular. Once people contacted the photovoltaic companies, the
companies explained all policy instruments to them and also conducted cost-benefit analyses
on their behalf, i.e. informing the people about their options in detail. Even after knowing all
options, people might not opt for photovoltaic. The main reason for this were lack of trust in
the government, general liquidity constraints and low risk propensity. Asking about consid-
erations of households before coming to the photovoltaic companies, the interview partners
pointed out that people often greatly overrated the bureaucratic hurdles for getting photo-
voltaic installed. Furthermore the high number of changes in legislation caused a high risk /
uncertainty perception both before going to the photovoltaic installers as well as after being
explained the funding options.

2.4.2 Online Questionnaire
As pointed out before, in addition to the interviews we conducted, on online questionnaire
was launchedwith the goal to get us a better understanding of the factors influencing house-
hold decision making with respect to photovoltaic installations. We collected 196 completed
online questionnaires, which were analyzed using SPSS. The collection period for the online
questionnaire wasMarch till June 2013. Of the respondents one person (age below 20, lowest
educational level) had never heard about photovoltaic, which is why he was not asked any
specific questions about photovoltaic (but just about his demographic information).

Figures 4 to 9 report on the general composition of the respondents sample. If not noted
differently, missing cases are respondents which preferred to withhold the demographic in-
formation inquired. Opting to not answer a question was only possible for demographic
information, as forcing an answer for these sensible information can lead to large numbers
of people stopping the questionnaire and people giving false information.

Figure 4: Photovoltaic Adoption in the Sample Population

In the sample, compared to national statistics, a large proportion of respondents (19.9%) had
5The funding best known in more detail was a fiscal break of 50% for the costs of the installation.
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a photovoltaic system at home6 (see Fig. 4). Of the 39 respondentswith a photovoltaic system
at home, only one had purchased an existing or new building with solar photovoltaic panels
already installed by the previous owner, builder, etc., whereas the remaining 38 respondents
actively chose to install the system themselves. This active choice in the large majority of
the photovoltaic-owning part of the sample is important as their answers towards motiva-
tions and problems installing photovoltaic can be directly linked to their own active decision
making and perceptions. Figure 5 shows the average sizes of the photovoltaic systems of the
respondents. As the numbers demonstrate the majority of the systems (82.1%) had a size
between 2 and 6 kilowatts capacity, and three households (7.7%) had system larger then 10
kilowatts, which is above the typical household photovoltaic installation sizes.

Figure 5: Photovoltaic Installation Size in the Sample Population with Photovoltaic

Figure 6 shows the age composition of our sample. In general it has to be noted, that the
number of respondents below 20 and above 65 is rather low, which needs to be accounted
for when interpreting results involving age.

Figure 6: Age Distribution in the Sample Population

Looking at the gender distribution in our sample, we had a relatively large number of male
participants (69.6%) but a sufficient number of female respondents to avoid problems in the
statistical analysis.

6The missing response belongs to the person not knowing about photovoltaic. As he was not aware of
photovoltaic itself, he was not asked the question about owning a photovoltaic system.
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Figure 7: Gender Distribution in the Sample Population

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the highest level of education in our sample population.
The degree names were left in Italian in the analysis, as a translation to English equivalents
proved imprecise due to different educational systems. In the figure “licenza di scuolamedia
inferiore” is the lowest degree and degree levels increase up to Doctorate/PhD level at the
bottom of the figure. Themajority of out sample had university degrees at a level comparable
to the final years of bachelor or master (44.9%).

Figure 8: Distribution of Highest Educational Level in the Sample Population

Checking for policy instrument based subsidy awareness of our respondents (which as a
result of the location of publication of the questionnaire tend to be better informed about
photovoltaic issues then the average population), 56.9% (111 people) indicated that theywere
aware of support schemes for installing solar photovoltaic systems.

To get a better knowledge of the extent of this knowledge, in a follow up question, we asked
the respondent who had answered with yes to being aware of support schemes, to indicate
which support schemes they know. Respondents thereby were able to specify several sup-
port schemes. Of the initial 111 respondents, only 74 were able to name support schemes.
There answer thereby included very generic references to the 4th or 5th Energy account or
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Figure 9: Awareness of Policy Instrument Support in the Sample Population

EU-funding (without any details on which funding in these schemes they referred to), one
respondent mentioned feed-in-tariffs, 5 respondents named the Gestore Servizi Energetici
(GSE)7, 18 respondents mentioned existing tax deduction schemes (either with 50% or 55%),
four respondents mentioned bank funding in general and 7 respondents made generic ref-
erences to regional funding. What becomes apparent looking at these figures is that despite
there being some awareness of funding, in-depth knowledge of funding is often not present.
Furthermore it has to be ascertained that the respondents primarily mentioned national (or
EU) funding schemes; whereas regional schemes were not strongly present in the answers.

Besides the above described information, further demographic data collected in the question-
naire concerned the type of home the respondents lived in (i.e. whether a house or a flat),
their annual gross income, their shopping and consumptions habits with respect to products
which are typically associated with environmental friendly behaviour (such buying a hybrid
car, a solar hot water system or regularly shopping for biologically-grown foods) and well as
the source of their photovoltaic knowledge.

For the latter, the majority of people (roughly 1/4) mentioned their social network (friends,
family, neighbours,. . . ) as initial sources for learning about photovoltaic. Another important
source was school. Photovoltaic companies (3.6%) were not as significant is initial point for
learning about photovoltaic. A picture similar to the one above can be dran asking people
where they learned about photovoltaic support schemes: Most people learnt about them via
the internet and their social network.

When being asked where they would try to find information about photovoltaic if consider-
ing installing it, the internet as information source scored highest (37.9%) followed by certi-
fied technicians (27.2%), photovoltaic panel providers (21%) and the social network (13.3%).
The frequent mentioning of the internet should not be overrated, as the questionnaire was
published on online photovoltaic fora, which are likely to attract people which are more in-
clined to use the internet as source of information.

Having described the sample of respondents in our questionnaire, this document now fo-
cuses on the results the questionnaire delivered with respect to photovoltaic adoption. We
start by analysing which demographic parameters seem to have an impact on the question
whether someone has a photovoltaic system. For this purpose several contingency table (also
referred to as cross tabulation) are presented. Cross tabulation is a statistical process that

7http://www.gse.it/
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summarises categorical data to create a contingency table. It provides a basic picture of the
interrelation between two variables and can help find interactions between them. The con-
tingency tables in this paper are supported by the display of selected bar charts (containing
the same information as the tables). The advantage of the bar chart display is that the relation
of data they show is often faster and easier understood by the readers.

As already indicated from our interview partners (in particular the apartment block caretak-
ers), the most important factor determining whether a household has a photovoltaic system
or not, is the type of home they have. Thus 95.8% of the people living in flats did not have
a photovoltaic system, whereas the number was drops to 59.8% for people living in a house.
This difference is significant which is why, the type of home is considered as one factor in
the agent decision process in the ABM. Significant results can also be found for age and ed-
ucation level as shown in Figure 12 to 13.

Figure 10: Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership and Type of
Home

Whereas the type of home, age and education showed to be of relevance for the question
whether a household will have photovoltaic or not, despite initial opposite expectations, no
significant relation between income and photovoltaic system ownership was found. This in-
dicates that possessing a photovoltaic system is not necessarily depending on income. Rea-
sons for this could be availability of funding for low income households or a lack of interest
for photovoltaic in high-income households for example, without any further analysis how-
ever no final assessment of the reasons can be made.

A final interest result of the cross tabulation revealed itself when looking at the relation be-
tween having a photovoltaic system and being aware of support instruments for the instal-
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Figure 11: Barchart of Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership
and Type of Home

Figure 12: Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership and Age
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Figure 13: Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership and Highest
Level of Education
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Figure 14: Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership and Income

Figure 15: Barchart of Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership
and Income
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lation. As shown in Figure 16 the interrelation between the two variables it significant, how-
ever, not in the way as initially suspected. Thus, the initial assumption we had was that a
higher knowledge of support instruments results in a higher chance of having a photovoltaic
system as the support instruments are designed to facilitate the installation of photovoltaic
panels. The effect we found in the data however was the opposite effect, namely that peo-
ple with less knowledge of support schemes were more likely to own a photovoltaic system.
At this stage we can only guess about the reasons for this result. One possible explanation
might be found by looking more closely at respondents having a photovoltaic system. Thus,
a number of these respondents exhibited a strong environmental friendly attitude, which
might indicate that financial aspects were not of high significance to them. Other Another
possible explanation might be that certain funding schemes (e.g. tax deductions) were not
considered as such by the owners of photovoltaic systems. Finally, the result might simply be
that real (not perceived) financial constraints are not as important for installing photovoltaic
as imagined before. Again a final explanation on the results cannot be made at this stage and
requires further research.

Figure 16: Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership and Support
Awareness

Having looked at factors affecting whether a household has photovoltaic, we shifted our
attention to specific reasons people gave for adopting or not adopting photovoltaic. Figure
18 shows the answers of households already having adopted photovoltaic on the importance
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Figure 17: Barchart of Contingency table Analysis for Photovoltaic Installation Ownership
and Policy Instrument Awareness

of different reasons for their adoption. The factor which was rated as very important by the
highest proportion of people (66.7%) was environmental concerns, followed by “producemy
own electricity” (64.1%) as well as financial reasons such as to high existing electricity bills.
Of the six criteria to judge, the dependency on foreign oil as well the idea of renumerative
forms of investments were least important.

Looking more closely into the environmental concerns as well as the energy bills, for the
environmental concerns an equal important throughout all population groups existed (e.g.
their was no difference for evaluating environmental concerns depending on age, gender, ed-
ucational level,. . . ). This implies that environmental concerns as a reason for installing pho-
tovoltaic exist throughout the general population. Whereas environmental concerns were
important throughout the population, the picture changed for financial issues, such as high
energy bills (as shown in Figure 19). Thus, in particular the home type makes a significant
difference: people living in houses judge this financial aspect farmore important then people
living in flats8.

For the households not having photovoltaic at the moment, but considering it, the same cri-
teria evaluation could be found, which is why the results are not presented here separately.

Having discussed factors working in favour of adopting photovoltaic, this report now turn
in the opposite direction, i.e. factors stopping people from installing a photovoltaic system.
To identify these factors we asked people (without a photovoltaic system) whether they have
been thinking about installing one, and if so what kept them from doing so. Of our 154 re-
spondents not owning a photovoltaic system, 104 indicated having considered photovoltaic

8For all other parameters to judge, no significance was found for any specific demographic aspect, which is
why the statistics are not reported here.
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(a) Electricity Bills (b) Future Price Electricity

(c) Renumerative Investment (d) Environmental Concerns

(e) Foreign Oil Dependency (f) Produce own Electricity

Figure 18: Importance of Reasons for Buying a Photovoltaic System
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Figure 19: Contingency table Analysis for the Important of Energy Bill Reduction and the
Home Type

at least once. This rather high number again results from the publication venues of our ques-
tionnaire in photovoltaic fora. These 104 respondents mentioned the following reasons for
not opting for installing a systems (each respondent could name several reasons):

• Financial restrictions: 38
• Home type (flat or similar): 37
• Landscape, roof suitability (shade) or lack of building permission (historic protection):
10

• Lack of Trust in Governmental Contracts or Own Future: 10
• High Level of Bureaucracy: 8
• Fragmented and inconsistent government information: 7
• Maintenance and Comfort concerns: 3

What is important to note about this answer is that financial concerns aementioned themost.
This is important as looking at earlier analysis, the household income did not significantly ef-
fect whether a household had a photovoltaic system or not. Looking deeper into the data, the
proportion of people having pointed out financial concerns, was not significantly high, which
confirms the earlier results that funding awareness does not have a significant impact on the
adoption of photovoltaic. As mentioned before, one reason for this is that people despite
knowing of funding very generally, do not know any exact details and often overestimate
the costs of photovoltaic. This is why their perceived costs for photovoltaic are rather high
(compared to the real costs), resulting in an overestimation of financial restrictions. Summing
up, what is important to note is that perceived and real financial feasibility do not necessarily
need to match. In the decision process for deciding on photovoltaic especially the perceived
costs are of importance as it is the perception of people that will encourage them to go to an
installer formore information and possibly a quote, rather then their actual financial abilities.
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Aswith the factors positively encouraging the adoption of photovoltaic, after asking for gen-
eral concerns of people having considered photovoltaic, we gave the all respondent not own-
ing a photovoltaic system several criteria which they had to judge with respect to the level
of concern they have about them. Figures 20 and 21 show the results of this task. What
can be seen in the figures is that the majority of concerns mentioned beforehand has been
confirmed. Thus the factors for which the highest concernswere indicated by the largest pro-
portion of people was the initial price of the panels (49.1%), followed by concerns about the
quality of equipment (42.5%) and about finding a qualified installer (40.6%). Other impor-
tant factors were trust issues such as the stability of the price for solar-produced electricity
in the long run (36.8%) as well as general concerns about the suitability of the site (31.1%).
Looking at the impact of demographic features for these concerns, a significant impact of the
educational level on quality concerns could be found. Thus, the higher the educational level,
the lower the concerns about quality and finding technical assistance.

Factors whichwere not significantly important are aesthetic concerns (i.e. the optical appear-
ance of the panels) or certification concerns.

The final aspect of the questionnaire this deliverable looks at is the reaction of the respon-
dents to different funding instruments. For this purpose we gave the respondents scenarios
as the one below, for which they had to make a decision, which funding instrument they
would choose. In the initial scenario the amount of money one would receive was kept equal
on purpose to get unbiased information about the policy instruments.

Imagine the following two scenarios:

a) To support installation of solar photovoltaic panels, the governmentwould give
you a contribution to the costs of the photovoltaic panels before their installation.

b) To support installation of solar photovoltaic panels, the government would
guarantee you a fixed price per kilowatt-hour for the next 20 years for the elec-
tricity your panels produce.

Assuming that the total amount of money you would received in both options is
the same and you had to decide between these two options, which onewould you
choose?

Figure 22 shows the results to this question in form of the big pie chart at the bottom (mid-
dle). Out of 195 respondents, 107 opted for grants over feed-in-tariffs, and thus preferred a
short-time finance option over a long-term cash-flow. Reasons for this ae in particular trust
issues about the stability of the price for solar-produced electricity as well as lack of trust in
the government promised contracts with long-term price guarantees. Following up to this
question, we ask respondents how they would decide if the option they had chosen would
be less financially attractive (i.e. the non-chosen option financially more attractive). The re-
maining pie charts show the respective responses. What is important to notice, is that in each
case, the majority of people does not change its choice, i.e. is not very sensitive to price only.
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(a) Appearance of the Panels (b) Certification

(c) Finding a Qualified Installer (d) Maintenance

(e) Initial Price
(f) Stability of Price for Solar-produce Electric-
ity

Figure 20: Importance of Concerns about Buying a Photovoltaic System – Part 1
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(a) Finding Technical Assistance (b) Effects on Property Tax

(c) Connecting to Electricity Provider (d) Quality of Equipment

(e) Resale Value of the Home (f) Suitability of the Site

Figure 21: Importance of Concerns about Buying a Photovoltaic System – Part 2
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Figure 22: Results Comparison Grants and Feed-In-Tariff Funding
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Distinguishing the answer behaviour according to demographic information, the only demo-
graphic group showing a significant change of their decision towards the financially more
attractive option are people below 35. In this age group 50% of the respondants changed
their answer, whereas the general change rate was approx. 27%).

As similar picture can be drawn comparing national Feed-In-Tariffs and contributions to in-
terest rates payments (this refers to interest rates for grants which had to be taken in order to
finance the photovoltaic system installation).

Imagine the following two scenarios:

a) To support installation of solar photovoltaic panels, the governmentwould give
you an interest-free credit that needs to be paid back with annual payments for
20 years.

b) To support installation of solar photovoltaic panels, the government would
guarantee you a fixed price per kilowatt-hour for the next 20 years for the elec-
tricity your panels produce.

Assuming that the total amount of money you would received in both options is
the same and you had to decide between these two options, which onewould you
choose?

Comparing these two option with long-term cash flows, feed-in-tariffs (55%) were preferred
over the interest free grant (38%). Again the rate of change if the initially not chosen option
is made financially more attractive is low except for people aged below 35.

So far, we have compared a national incentive (feed-in-tariffs) to regional incentives, which is
why a last question dealing with policy instruments focused on the comparison of regional
instruments only:

A PV plant costs 10,000 euros and lasts for 20 years. In these 20 years, it produces
energy, that is equivalent to 1,000 euros per year. Thus, after 10 years the plan it
repaid, and after 20 years the net gains are 10,000 euros. Suppose that the initial
10,000 euros investment costs is too much for you. The Region provides different
types of incentives:

a) a grant of 1,000 euros to install the plant

b) a loan. With this type of loan, the initial cost is 5,000 euros, the plant is repaid
after 10 years, and at the end of the 20 years you earned (net) 5,000 euros

c) a different type of loan. With this type, the initial cost is 5,000 euros, the plant is
repaid after 3 years, but at the end of the 20 years you earned (net) only 1,000 euros
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Figure 23: Results Comparison Interest Rate Support and Feed-In-Tariff Funding
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d) another type of loan. With this type, the initial cost is 10,000 euros, the initial
cost is repaid after 7 years, but at the end of the 20 years you earned 20,000 euros
net.

Figure 24: Results Comparison of Regional Policy Instruments

As Figure 24 shows, overall a great preference for Options d (52.8%) and b (25.1%) could be
found which account for more then 3/4 of the responses. These Options are option where
respondents either would need to spend a lot of money and have a long payback time, but I
earn a lot of money in the end (Option d) or where the initial financial effort (as well as the
long-term net gains) are low.

2.5 Translating the Empirical Results into Agent-based Model Speci-
fications

After collecting the data about the photovoltaic-oriented decision behaviour of Italians, for
which the results where described in the previous section, these results need to translated
into an ABM and in particular the characteristics of the agents and their decision making.
This process which is depicted in Figure 25 will be the focus of this section.

Based on the data selection, we are able to identify general decision parameters of importance
for making a photovoltaic decision as well as information how these parameters influence
people with different demographic profiles differently. Putting is differently, the empirical
data allows to cluster different decision behaviour type (of humans) based on the parameters
influencing the photovoltaic decision.

Based on our empirical analysis we were able to cluster 7 different decision types according
to demographic specifications. Each of these decision type has a slightly different setup and
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Figure 25: The General Agent Setup Process

decision considerations.:

Type 0 default type (all the agents that do not fit another type),
Type 1 people already owning a photovoltaic system,
Type 2 people not being aware of photovoltaic (these agents are typically agents below the

age of 20 with a low educational level),
Type 3 people living in a flat (assumption: there are not owners of the flat and therefore

have little impact on the photovoltaic decision making),
Type 4 people aged equal or above 65, living in a house (these people exhibited a very very

long term oriented decisionmaking, whichwas accounted for in their decisionmaking;
people equal or above 65 also exhibited low income levels in comparison to the general
Italian population)

Type 5 females between 35 and 50, living in a house, having a low educational level (this
was the group of agents which had the lowers trust levels, which was accounted for
in the initial setup as well as the decision making (because of their low trust level, the
agents of this type had to have very high levels in other decision parameters in order
to consider photovoltaic))

Type 6 young people living in a house (this decision group has the highest responsiveness
to the financial incentives, statistically they also had the lowest income levels (besides
persons aged 65 or above) and high levels of interaction with their peers)
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In order to assign the respective decision types (with their decision making) to the agents,
in a second step a synthetic population [7] realistically representing the properties of the
real population in the Emilia Romagna region needed to be generated for the simulation.
“Computer-simulated synthetic populations are used by researchers and policy makers to
help understand and predict the aggregate behaviour of large numbers of individuals. Re-
search aims include explaining the structural and dynamic characteristics of populations,
and the implications of these characteristics for dynamic processes such as the spread of dis-
ease, opinions and social norms. Policy makers planning for the future economic, healthcare
or infrastructure needs of a populationwant to be able to evaluate the possible effects of their
policies. In both cases, it is desirable that the structure and dynamic behaviour of synthetic
populations be statistically congruent to that of real populations.” [3].

To realistically represent used GIS information provided by the Emilia Romagna region and
ARPA as well as population statistics (at different aggregation levels) from national, Euro-
pean and regional databases9 The data found there was assigned to the agents as agent prop-
erty using the Monte Carlo sampling method [3]. This assignment method was in particular
chosen for its simplicity. More sophisticated methods would allow for accounting for popu-
lation dynamics (death, birth, moves,. . . ), however as the time horizon of our simulation is
only eight years (2013 to 2020) and because the simulated decision process we model ends
with a simple decision for or against installing photovoltaic we decided forMonte Carlo sam-
pling.

The generation of the synthetic population is doneusing themethods load-world, assign_setup_values
and assign_agent_types in the NetLogo code. All three methods are part of the setup proce-
dure. They all call external files with Italian (or regional) demographic information (some
of which is GIS referenced) which is then assigned to the agents. After the initial setup of
the agents, all agents with an age below 18 were deleted from the decision making in the
simulation, as they cannot legally decide for photovoltaic and sign a respective contract.

Once the synthetic population was created, based on its demographic characteristics, each
agent was assigned a decision type (and inherited the decisionmaking of this decision type).

Thus agents, which own photovoltaic already for example, were assigned decision type 1.
These agents do not consider installing photovoltaic in the simulation, as they already have
it installed. Similar, agents of decision type 2 which do not know of photovoltaic cannot start
a decision making about it.

When the simulation is started all the remaining agents (i.e. agents which have not been
assigned decision type 1 or 2) followed the decision procedure outlined in Figure 26 in each
year of the simulation (this decision behaviour is represented in the go-procedure of the sim-
ulation).

As a first step agents observed their environment. If a sufficient number of neighbours had
photovoltaic installed (and they did not know about it beforehand), they were informed

9The databases most used are the Italian ISTAT database http://dati.istat.it/?lang=it, the
ISTAT database of the Emilia Romagna region http://www.istat.it/it/emilia-romagna and the
Eurostats website http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/income_social_inclusion_
living_conditions/data/database.
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about it via their social network and their decision type was move from 2 to a respective
different type matching their demographic characteristics. Similar, agents which did not
know about photovoltaic policy instruments could learn these from their social networks.

In a next step all agents knowing about photovoltaic (and not already having it installed)
could start considering its installation. This consideration varied from decision type to deci-
sion type and was primarily based on the decision criteria identified in the empirical study:
the type of home, the level of the energy bills of the household, the savings of the household,
the trust in the own future and the government as well as the environmental attitude of the
decision maker.

If the photovoltaic consideration ended in a positive evaluation, for all agents living in a
house it is assumed that the agents would contact a photovoltaic installer in order to inform
themselves about the costs and the details of the installation. This assumption is realistic
for the case study as in the Emilia Romagna region installations are conducted by profes-
sional photovoltaic installers. Going to a photovoltaic installer did not automatically lead to
a decision to install photovoltaic. Instead, as a result of the process described in the inter-
views to us, the installers informed the agents of all potential funding options (the respective
agent parameters were adjusted) and calculated the real costs for installing photovoltaic for
the agent (based on the roof-size the agents had available). Based on these numbers and
the trust in their won future in the light of these numbers the agents then decided whether
they would install photovoltaic or not. In the simulation no funding caps were introduced.
This implies that agents applying to funding instruments would get the funding. The reason
for this is that the decision on funding assignment needs to be given by the policy makers,
rather then being part of the agent decision making process. In the future the simulator will
interact with the mechanism design component of the University of Cork which will test dif-
ferent strategies of fund assignment. For all agents deciding for funding, the decision type
was adapted to type one and the decision making was finished.

For people living in a flat rather then a house, the above described decision process was al-
tered, as the decision to install photovoltaic was dependent on all the owners of flats in a
block of flats. This means that most of the time, they would not be able to make a decision on
photovoltaic themselves, but had to hope that the owners all agreed to install photovoltaic.
As we were missing information on the owner decision process (this was not covered suf-
ficiently in the questionnaire or the interviews), we introduced a simple element of chance,
which – once people living in a flat had decided to try to obtain photovoltaic – resulted in
photovoltaic being installed in 1% of the cases. This threshold of 1% was chosen based on
discussions with apartment block caretakers. Furthermore, based on the findings in our
questionnaire we increased the importance for environmental concerns and decreased the
importance of financial issues in the decision process of people living in a flat.

For each year the above described decision procedure was repeated. The simulation auto-
matically stops once year 2020 has been simulated.
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2.6 Verification and Validation
There is no general approach that can be applied for model verifications and in particular
validation because what is appropriate depends fundamentally on the purpose of the model
[9, 11]. The ePolicy model will be assessed against three broad types of tests:

• Utility: Does the model meet the requirements of the project?
• Face [10] or conceptual [8, 12] validity: Are the model design and results consistent
with theory and are they plausible?

• Verification [5]: Is the design appropriately translated into model code?

A verification test against historical data, which is sometimes also suggested for ABM, is
impractical, as the setting (Conto Energia) in which the simulated entities act has changed
a lot in recent years. This results in changes of the conditions for the simulator as well as
changes in the adoption settings for the photovoltaic consideration. To give one example, in
the previous energy account, households could install photovoltaic on the ground (i.e. on
far larger areas then roofs). This is not possible under the current energy account any more,
which is why in the simulator only roof sizes are included. This change however significantly
changes the monetary considerations associated with photovoltaic and thus is likely impact
the simulation results. That is why for the ePolich social simulator only the current (fifth)
energy account was considered. For this energy account no sufficient number of past data is
available to test the simulator on.

2.6.1 Utility
The first group of criteria concern utility of themodel. These assesswhether themodelmeets
the functional and non-functional requirements of the project as described in Deliverable 2.3.

Recalling these requirements from the deliverable the following requirements were met:

• Functional Requirements:
– Given an input in form of the policy instruments (choice of policy instrument, fi-
nancial spending targets on this instrument over time,. . . ) the agent-basedmodels
needs to show the adoption of photovoltaic by the modelled households as well
as the money spend over time.

– Users are able select and specify which of the policy instruments they wants to
model (by turning the respective switches on or off), and to choose whether they
want to view the whole Emilia Romagna region or only sub-regions (they can se-
lect between the whole region and the Bologna area).

• Non-Functional Requirements:
– The social simulator must provides information that allow its user to evaluate the
different policy instrument implementation strategies. Users are shown the adop-
tion rates of photovoltaic panels (and their energy production) as well as the costs
associated with this adoption.
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– The simulations allow to use GIS data for the setup of decision making entities
and the environment they act in, to allow for more realism and better acceptance
by the policy makers envisioned to use the tool.

– In order to ensure a realistic representation of the decision making entities (the
households) in the social simulator, as mentioned before, its setup is based on
empirical data collected by interviews and an online questionnaire.

– The social simulator component is not depend on third-party components that in-
cur additional costs and was be developed using open source tools, in particular
NetLogo10 [15]. For the GIS data analysis, the free tool QGIS11 has been utilized.
The tool itself is not needed to run the social simulation, but can be used for anal-
ysis purposes.

– The NetLogo software used for developing the social simulation is platform in-
dependent. This allows to run the simulation on Windows, Linux and Macintosh
machines.

Summing up, all the requirements defined in Deliverable 2.3 were met in the simulator pro-
totype, resulting in a positive evaluation of the utility validation criterion.

2.6.2 Face or conceptual validity
Conceptual validation is focused on whether the model is reasonable from a theoretical per-
spective. That is, does the model design appropriately include relevant features of the real
world target system and the relationships between them? Stakeholder involvement is in-
tended to obtain direct comments and feedback about the design from experts and potential
users of the simulator (in particular energy experts of the Emilia Romagna region).

Face validity then relies on the effectiveness of this stakeholder involvement [11]. This will
be assessed in several ways:

• Endorsement of the first prototype by subject matter experts and ePolicy project part-
ners;

• Analysis of the comments received in response the prototype; and
• Survey and/or interview with some stakeholder focusing on the effectiveness of the
involvement and the quality of the final design. In addition, the experts will run several
simple scenarios with the model to assess the reasonableness of the model’s logic by
examining the animation of photovoltaic adoption and the other results [10, 11]
.

2.6.3 Verification
Once the model design had been agreed on, there was a technical issue of how to implement
that design, or translate it intomodel code. Verification is the process of checking for accuracy
and functionality of the translation and is the responsibility of the modeller.

10http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
11http://www.qgis.org/
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The first set of verification criteria concern preventing and eliminating code errors or bugs.
The following practices were used [5]:

• Elegant modular code;
• Comments throughout that describe the purpose of sections of code and the meaning
of variables and equations;

• Reporting of intermediate values in calculations and relationships during code devel-
opment to ensure the intended relationship is implemented and diagnose errors where
they arise;

• Iterative code development, where components of the model are tested before adding
new components.

In addition, test cases were be used to verify larger sections of code. Verification will include
[5, 12]:

• Assertions or test messages in the code, to ensure only feasible parameter values can
be run with the model;

• Corner and extreme condition tests, where parameter values are set to 0 or extreme
values to ensure the model is able to deal with these parameter values and report rea-
sonable results;

• Degeneracy tests, where only a single value is changed and the output is checked for
consistency with that change;

• Observation or tracing of the simulation, monitoring the properties of specific agents
each simulation step to ensure they change in the way expected.

2.7 Extending the Social Simulator
Despite the simulator prototype fulfilling all the requirements set out inDeliverable 2.3, there
are several possibilities on how to extend that existing simulator. The most eminent of these
possibilities include the inclusion of other stakeholders (in particular the ones identified in
Section 2.1), as well as the inclusion of other components influencing decision making.

Looking at other stakeholders, an obvious candidate for extending the simulator are the in-
clusion of enterprises. Enterprises can play two roles in the photovoltaic process. They can
either act as consumers (considering the installation of photovoltaic) or as intermediaries
between households and policy instruments. For the first case, at present stage we lacked
information about decision behaviour enterprises. Thus, our interviews indicated that com-
panies (as consumers) seem to reactmore strongly to financial incentives and are better aware
of support schemes, however without any proper empirical testing of these indications, no
grounded model of enterprise behaviour could be conceived. Similar holds for the idea of
including companies as intermediaries. As our interviewswere conductedwith photovoltaic
related companies, we received some information about their business view. At present stage
this information however needs to be further refined before being useful for a model exten-
sion.
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Besides including other stakeholders in the model, further components could be added in
next prototypes. Our survey data indicated, that that households use different streams of in-
formation for acquiring data about photovoltaic. That is why in the ABMwe included neigh-
bourhood effects, were the decisions and knowledge of neighbours could influence other
agents. What was not included are other means of communication, such as television and
newspaper. This was mainly not done due to the bias of the survey sample towards certain
media forms (e.g. the Internet), which did result in unreliable results in this area. One main
finding of our empirical work howeverwas, that despite households possibly knowing about
policy instruments, their exact knowledge of these instruments was very vague and even if
they had searched for precise information, the governmental information were often per-
ceived as confusing. This resulted in low consideration of these instruments when thinking
about installing photovoltaic. A more precise analysis of how households react to different
communication channels and presentation of information, might therefore be useful too im-
prove the adoption of photovoltaic. At present stage however little empirical information
on this topic is available. The acquisition of this information however is a prerequisite for
including media communication in the model.

3 Adapting the Simulator for different Scenarios
The social simulator presented in this deliverable is a proof of concept prototype. As such, it
focuses on a particular application scenario: the energy plan of the Emilia Romagna region;
or more specific the question of the adoption of photovoltaic panels by individual house-
holds. In order to adapt the social simulator to different application scenarios, several steps
need to taken which will be outlined in the following paragraphs.

Change to Another Italian Region Adapting the simulator from the Emilia Romagna re-
gion to another Italian region is the easiest way for changing the simulator. The online ques-
tionnaire which inquired the behaviour of people with respect to photovoltaic was answered
by people from all over Italy (although there was a high percentage of respondents of the
Emilia Romagna region). If one assumes that the behaviour of the people of the newly to
model region does not deviate to the behaviour of the respondents, the agent-decision rules
of the simulation can be kept. The only thing that needs changing is the setup of the synthetic
population. In order to change this synthetic population, the GIS-files as well as the gen-
eral setup files containing the demographic information distributions (e.g. age, educational
level,. . . ) need to be updated. Once these files are changed and the simulator is updated to
use the new files, the simulator can be run in the same way as before.

Inclusion of a New Policy Instrument or Stakeholders If the simulator needs to be up-
dated to include new policy instruments, this an be done by adding the policy instrument
to the NetLogo code. Despite the general information for the new policy instrument (such
as finance streams), an empirical study needs to be conducted in order to understand how
households react to this specific new policy instrument. The results of this study need then
be encoded in form of rules in the agent decision process.
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The same is true for the inclusion of new stakeholders in the model (e.g. the inclusion of
companies). Thus, the decision making of the new stakeholders needs first be understood
(e.g. by means of empirical research) and demographic information about them collected
(for the synthetic population setup). If the new stakeholders are added to an existing model,
what in addition is needed is an understanding of how the new stakeholders interact with
the already modelled ones (i.e. the other agents). For this interaction new rules need to be
defined and incorporated into the NetLogo code. This might also mean that the behavioural
rules of existing agents need to be adapted to reflect the new interaction component (and
possible side effects).

Change to Another Non-Italian Region Similar requirements exist of one wants to change
the simulator to reflect a different – non-Italian – region. Our online questionnaire was based
on Italian policy incentives as well as Italian case study specifications restrictions. As such
the results of the behaviour and decision criteria cannot simply be applied to other non-
Italian areas and countries. To give an example, in Italy the lack of trust in government for
example had a large impact on the photovoltaic adaption. In other countries (e.g. Germany)
one would expect this lack of trust in government to be less of an issue. That is why a simple
copy of the existing behavioral rules to a new area are not feasible. Similar problems arise if
one thinks about different policy instruments with different requirements existing in other
countries. That is why, in order to adapt the simulator to a non-Italian area (or country) one
would need to adapt the questionnaire to match the specifications of the country, analyse the
results of the questionnaire and then follow the general process specified in Figure 25.

Modelling of a New Domain The most extensive changes are required if the simulator
needs to be adapted to a new domain (e.g. a health scenario). The agents in the simulator
and their decision rules are based on decision rules about photovoltaic (which were derived
from empirical studies). Thus, no comments can be derived from this simulation for new
domains. On order to adapt the simulator, a completely new empirical study needs to be
set up. Depending on the domain to analyse, this study could rely on interviews and online
questionnaires as well, but it is not necessarily a requirement. Based on the gathered empiri-
cal data, a newABMneeds to be developed. For this development, the existingmethodology
described in Figure 25 can be used. This also implies that some of theNetLogo code to import
GIS information and data for setting up the synthetic population can be reused.
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A Interview Guidelines
A.1 Photovoltaic (Installation) Companies

1. Short introduction with a short description of yourself and the project as well as the
aim of the interview, i.e. understanding better what drives the adoption of photovoltaic
panels by private households (especiallywhatmakes private households consider pho-
tovoltaic panel installation – and going to a photovoltaic installer – in the first place, as
well as what makes them decide for photovoltaic overall).

2. Basics
• Interview Partner: Name
• Basics of company: type of company, size of company, what is the company doing
with respect to photovoltaic?

• Role of Interview partner in the company
• Experience of interview partner: How long has the interview partner already been
working on PV installations/in the photovoltaic domain?

3. Customer Contact
• Does the interview partner (when performing his job) have any contact with po-
tential photovoltaic customers? If so, at which stage is the customer contact (i.e.
when the people first inquire about photovoltaic or at a later stagewhen it is about)
and how do the customers get in contact with the person.

• How does a typical customer contact look like (description of the interaction with
the customer)?

4. Support Schemes / Policy Instruments
• Does the company/the interviewee inform the customers about potential funding
possibilities?

• If yes, which funding support / policy instruments do they inform about?
• When the customers come to the company, are they typically already aware of the
different policy instruments? Of which ones / of which ones not?

• Onwhat basis does the company suggest funding support to the customers (purely
average energy consumption and costs/benefits, or can the customers indicate
what kind of funding they prefer? If the latter, what funding do customers typ-
ically point out and do they decide for this one in the end (if there are several
options)?

5. Personal Opinions
• For the customers coming to the PV installers companies (this is assuming you are
interviewing photovoltaic installer companies staff), what does the interviewer
think makes people consider photovoltaic panels, i.e. what makes them enquire
about photovoltaic? (This is the most important question and it would be great if
you could ask in more detail here, i.e. anecdotal evidence, etc.).

• For the people inquiring, do they typically have their mind fixed to photovoltaic
already, or are they often simply inquiring (with the outcome open)?

• Of the people inquiring about photovoltaic, howmany decide in favour of it? (This
question only if you think it is wise to ask for this kind of internal details.)

• What does the interviewee think is the main reason for customers not deciding for
photovoltaic panels?
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• What are the main reasons for people deciding in favour of photovoltaic?
• How would the interviewee describe a typical customer inquiring about photo-
voltaic and one opting for photovoltaic? Are the two descriptions different?

• According to the interviewee’s opinion which are the most important policy in-
struments for fostering photovoltaic?

• How long does the process from the photovoltaic enquiry to the decision by the
customers usually take?

A.2 Apartment Block Caretakers
1. Short introduction with a short description of yourself and the project as well as the

aim of the interview, i.e. understanding better what drives the adoption of photovoltaic
panels by private households (especiallywhatmakes private households consider pho-
tovoltaic panel installation as part of a group of households; better understanding of
the dynamics of decision making within blocks of flats.

2. Basics
• Interview Partner: Name
• Check that he works as “caretaker”
• How many building are you taking care of?
• Where are the majority of these blocks located?
• Please describe the average people (age,. . . ) living in the apartment blocks you
administer

• How many flats are on average in the building blocks you administer?
• How many of the building blocks have photovoltaic installed?

3. Photovoltaic experience interview partner
• Any own experience with photovoltaic?
• Does the interview partner (when performing his job) ever have to deal with the
question of photovoltaic in the blocks of flats he is caring for?

• Howoften / in howmany of the administrated blocks (percentage out of total) has
photovoltaic seriously been discussed? (and in how many were panels installed)

• What has the interview partner’s role in this process been?
• For the blocks where the photovoltaic panels were installed: Have they been in-
stalled in conjunction with any other energy-efficiency related installations?

4. Decision Process / Policy Instruments
• Can the interview partner describe how photovoltaic discussions are typically tak-
ing place in the blocks he is administrating?

• Who initiates the discussion? Owners, people renting the flats, so. else,. . . ?
• Was the process ever successful, i.e. was photovoltaic installed?
• What were obstacles / drivers for photovoltaic adoption?
• How long did the process/discussion take?
• In the process, which funding support / policy instruments do were discussed?
• Did outside exerts (photovoltaic installers) participate in the discussion? If so, how
did they get involved and what was their role in the discussion?

5. Personal Opinions
• What where the main driving forces of this decision making process?
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• Which obstacles did you observe in the decision making process (both obstacles
with the process as well as concerns by the decision makers)?

• According to the interviewee’s opinion, which are the most important policy, in-
struments for fostering photovoltaic?

• How long does the process from the photovoltaic consideration to the decision by
the blocks usually take?

B Online Questionnaire
This is a printout of the complete questionnaire of the online survey of the ePolicy project.
The survey was conducted in the Italian language and was online between the March until
(including) May 2013 on the web address: http://www.questionario.ePolicy-project.
eu. The printout shows the complete set of questions of the questionnaire. Depending on
previous answers (e.g. question one concerning the knowledge of photovoltaic or question
two on whether they own a photovoltaic system), respondents were only asked to answer
certain questions of the questionnaire.
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Incentivi per il fotovoltaico
Questo è un sondaggio realizzato nell'ambito di ePolicy, progetto finanziato dalla Commissione europea con
l'obiettivo di supportare i politici nei processi decisionali. Il progetto di ricerca si applica al Piano energetico regionale
della Regione Emilia-Romagna.

Le domande di questo questionario riguardano i sistemi solari fotovoltaici, o pannelli solari utilizzati per generare
energia elettrica dalle radiazioni solari. Le seguenti immagini mostrano alcuni sistemi di fotovoltaico solare.

 

 

 

Le sue risposte, insieme a quelle di altri partecipanti al sondaggio in Italia, forniranno indicazioni per migliorare le
azioni e gli incentivi per il fotovoltaico.

Il questionario le richiederà non più di 10 minuti. Le chiediamo cortesemente di compilarlo con attenzione.

Le garantiamo che non raccogliamo e quantomeno diffondiamo informazioni personali.

La ringraziamo per il tempo che ci sta dedicando.

 

Ci sono 37 domande all'interno di questa indagine.

Informazioni di contesto

[]Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari fotovoltaici? *

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 mai fino ad oggi

 nell'ultimo anno

 da 1 a 5 anni fa

 più di 5 anni fa



[]Come è venuto a conoscenza dei sistemi fotovoltaici? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 articolo di giornale

 articolo tecnico

 un questionario

 un programma televisivo

 vicini, amici, parenti

 internet (blog, sito web,...)

 pubblicità

 non ricordo

 Altro  



Sistema fotovoltaico

[]Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Sì

 No

[]Scelga la frase che meglio descrive il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Ho scelto di installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.

 Ho acquistato un edificio esistente o una nuova costruzione con il solare già installato, dal precedente proprietario,

dal costruttore, ecc.

[]Da quanto ha installato il sistema solare fotovoltaico? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'Ho scelto di
installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.' Alla domanda '4 [Q4]' (Scelga la frase che meglio descrive
il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 meno di 1 anno

 da 1 a 3 anni

 da 3 a 5 anni

 da più di 5 anni

 non so



[]Qual è la dimensione del suo sistema solare fotovoltaico (in kW)? (attenzione, 5
pannelli da 200 watt sono da indicare come 1.000 watt o 1 kilowatt)? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 meno di 2 kilowatt

 più di 2 kilowatt, fino a 4

 più di 4 kilowatt, fino a 6

 più di 6 kilowatt, fino a 8

 più di 8 kilowatt, fino a 10

 più di 10 kilowatt

 non so

[]Insieme all'installazione del sistema solare fotovoltaico ha effettuato una delle
seguenti attività? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'Ho scelto di
installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.' Alla domanda '4 [Q4]' (Scelga la frase che meglio descrive
il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 costruito una nuova abitazione o edificio

 ristrutturato gli interni

 ha aggiunto un piano sulla casa o sull'edificio

 ha riparato o rifatto il tetto

 interventi di isolamento termico, ad es. nuovi pannelli isolanti, finestre, ecc.

 nessuna delle attività precedenti



[]Quanto hanno inciso i seguenti fattori nella sua decisione di acquistare un sistema
solare fotovoltaico? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'Ho scelto di
installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.' Alla domanda '4 [Q4]' (Scelga la frase che meglio descrive
il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua?)

Scegliere la risposta appropriata per ciascun elemento:

 molto
importante

relativamente
importante

non molto
importante

per niente
importante non so

ridurre le bollette
dell'elettricità
il prezzo futuro
dell'elettricità
produrre la mia
elettricità
ridurre la dipendenza
dal petrolio importato
questioni ambientali
(riscaldamento globale,
piogge acide)
investire in una forma
remunerativa

[]Prima di acquistare il suo sistema solare fotovoltaico, quanto era preoccupato dei
seguenti aspetti? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'Ho scelto di
installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.' Alla domanda '4 [Q4]' (Scelga la frase che meglio descrive
il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua?)

Scegliere la risposta appropriata per ciascun elemento:

 molto
preoccupato

relativamente
preoccupato

non molto
preoccupato

per niente
preoccupato non so

prezzo iniziale
qualità dei dispositivi
trovare un installatore
qualificato
connettersi a un
fornitore di elettricità
trovare assistenza
tecnica
idoneità del luogo (ad
es. esposizione solare)
estetica dei pannelli
solari
manutenzione
valore di vendita della
casa
effetto sulle tasse
difficoltà a trovare
pannelli solari certificati
stabilità del prezzo per
l'elettricità solare
prodotta



[]Dopo aver deciso di informarsi sui sistemi solari fotovoltaici per la sua casa, qual è
stata la sua prima fonte di informazione? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'Ho scelto di
installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.' Alla domanda '4 [Q4]' (Scelga la frase che meglio descrive
il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua?)

Scegliere tutte le corrispondenti:

 internet

 manifestazione locale (mostra, fiera, ecc.)

 rivista

 giornale

 televisione

 tecnico certificato

 vicini, amici, parenti

 installatore di pannelli fotovoltaici

 non ricordo

Altro:  

[]Qual è stata la migliore fonte di informazioni per quanto segue? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'Ho scelto di
installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.' Alla domanda '4 [Q4]' (Scelga la frase che meglio descrive
il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua?)

Scegliere la risposta appropriata per ciascun elemento:

 
fornitore

di
elettricità

fornitore di
sistemi

fotovoltaici

amministrazione
centrale,

regionale, locale
organizzazione per
l'energia/l'ambiente

amico,
familiare,
collega

nessuna
delle

opzioni
non
so

conoscenze
sui sistemi
fotovoltaici
solari
trovare
supporto
finanziario
trovare un
installatore
di
fotovoltaico
solare



[]Ha preso in considerazione altre opzioni, quali: *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'Ho scelto di
installare il solare su un edificio esistente o su una nuova costruzione.' Alla domanda '4 [Q4]' (Scelga la frase che meglio descrive
il sistema solare fotovoltaico di casa sua?)

Scegliere tutte le corrispondenti:

 energia eolica

 solare termico

 dispositivi di efficienza energetica

 sistemi energetici efficienti di riscaldamento e raffreddamento

 nuovi isolamenti

 nessuna delle voci citate

[]Qual è stata la migliore fonte di informazioni per quanto segue? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'Sì' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?)

Scegliere la risposta appropriata per ciascun elemento:

 facile
relativamente

facile
relativamente

difficile difficile non so
non

pertinente
trovare informazioni
rilevanti sui sistemi
solari fotovoltaici
installare pannelli
solari
ottenere gli incentivi
dopo l’installazione



[]E' a conoscenza di finanziamenti per l'installazione di sistemi solari fotovoltaici? (se
sì, indichi quali) *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 si

 no

Inserire un commento sulla scelta fatta qui:

 

[]Dove ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di finanziamenti? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'si' Alla domanda '14 [Q14]' (E' a conoscenza di finanziamenti per l'installazione di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici? (se sì, indichi quali))

Scegliere tutte le corrispondenti:

 internet

 manifestazione locale (mostra, fiera, ecc.)

 rivista

 giornale

 fornitore di pannelli fotovoltaici

 televisione

 vicini, amici, parenti

 non ricordo

Altro:  



[]Immagini i seguenti due scenari:

a. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo sul costo dell’impianto prima dell’installazione, una
tantum;

b. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per
l’elettricità prodotta.

Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nelle due opzione sia uguale, quale
sceglierebbe?

*

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Opzione a.

 Opzione b.

 Non installerei un impianto fotovoltaico se dovessi scegliere tra le due opzioni.

[]Immagini gli stessi scenari precedenti:

a. per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo sul costo dell’impianto prima dell’installazione, una
tantum;

b. per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per
l’elettricità prodotta.

Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nella opzione b) sia leggermente
superiore a quello ricevuto con l’opzione a) quale sceglierebbe? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era NO 'Opzione b.' Alla domanda '16 [Q16]' (Immagini i seguenti due scenari: Per supportare
l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un contributo sul costo dell’impianto prima dell’installazione,
una tantum; Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-
ora per i prossimi 20 anni per l’elettricità prodotta. Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nelle due opzione sia uguale, quale
sceglierebbe? )

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Opzione a.

 Opzione b.

 Non installerei un impianto fotovoltaico se dovessi scegliere tra le due opzioni.



[]Immagini gli stessi scenari precedenti:

a. per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo sul costo dell’impianto prima dell’installazione, una
tantum;

b. per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per
l’elettricità prodotta.

Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nella opzione a) sia leggermente
superiore a quello ricevuto con l’opzione b) quale sceglierebbe?

*

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era NO 'Opzione a.' Alla domanda '16 [Q16]' (Immagini i seguenti due scenari: Per supportare
l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un contributo sul costo dell’impianto prima dell’installazione,
una tantum; Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-
ora per i prossimi 20 anni per l’elettricità prodotta. Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nelle due opzione sia uguale, quale
sceglierebbe? )

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Opzione a.

 Opzione b.

 Non installerei un impianto fotovoltaico se dovessi scegliere tra le due opzioni.

[]Immagini i seguenti due scenari:

a. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un credito a tasso zero che deve essere restituito con pagamenti
annuali in 20 anni.

b. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per
l’elettricità prodotta.

Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nelle due opzioni sia uguale, quale
sceglierebbe? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Opzione a.

 Opzione b.

 Non installerei un impianto fotovoltaico se dovessi scegliere tra le due opzioni.



[]Immagina gli stessi due scenari di prima:

a. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentive nazionale
prevedono un credito a tasso zero che deve essere restituito con pagamenti
annuali in 20 anni.

b. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per
l’elettricità prodotta.

Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nella opzione b) sia leggermente
superiore a quello ricevuto con l’opzione a) quale sceglierebbe?

*

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era NO 'Opzione b.' Alla domanda '19 [Q16_3]' (Immagini i seguenti due scenari: Per supportare
l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un credito a tasso zero che deve essere restituito con
pagamenti annuali in 20 anni. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un contributo
fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per l’elettricità prodotta. Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nelle due opzioni
sia uguale, quale sceglierebbe?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Opzione a.

 Opzione b.

 Non installerei un impianto fotovoltaico se dovessi scegliere tra le due opzioni.

[]Immagina gli stessi due scenari di prima:

a. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentive nazionale
prevedono un credito a tasso zero che deve essere restituito con pagamenti
annuali in 20 anni.

b. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali
prevedono un contributo fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per
l’elettricità prodotta.

Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nella opzione a) sia leggermente
superiore a quello ricevuto con l’opzione b) quale sceglierebbe?

*

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era NO 'Opzione a.' Alla domanda '19 [Q16_3]' (Immagini i seguenti due scenari: Per supportare
l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un credito a tasso zero che deve essere restituito con
pagamenti annuali in 20 anni. Per supportare l’installazione di pannelli fotovoltaici, gli incentivi nazionali prevedono un contributo
fisso al kilowatt-ora per i prossimi 20 anni per l’elettricità prodotta. Supponendo che il contributo totale ricevuto nelle due opzioni
sia uguale, quale sceglierebbe?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Opzione a.

 Opzione b.

 Non installerei un impianto fotovoltaico se dovessi scegliere tra le due opzioni.



[]Un impianto fotovoltaico costa 10.000 euro e dura 20 anni. In questi 20 anni,
produce energia che viene pagata 1.000 euro l'anno. Quindi dopo 10 anni si ritorna del
capitale investito e alla fine dei 20 anni si sono guadagnati 10.000 euro.

La Regione fornisce diversi tipi di incentivo a chi installa questo impianto:

a. 1.000 euro a fondo perduto per l'installazione dell'impianto;
b. Un finanziamento a tasso agevolato. Con questo tipo di finanziamento, la spesa iniziale è di

5.000 euro, si ritorna dell'investimento dopo 10 anni e alla fine dei 20 anni si sono
guadagnati 5.000 euro;

c. Un finanziamento di tipo diverso. Con questo tipo di finanziamento, la spesa iniziale è di
5.000 euro, si ritorna dall'investimento dopo 3 anni, però alla fine dei 20 anni si sono
guadagnati 1.000 euro;

d. un ulteriore tipo di finanziamento. Con questo tipo, la spesa iniziale è di 10.000 euro, si
ritorna dall'investimento dopo 7 anni, però alla fine dei 20 anni si sono guadagnati ben
20.000 euro.

Quale sceglierebbe?

 

*

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Opzione a.

 Opzione b.

 Opzione c.

 Opzione d.

 Non installerei un impianto fotovoltaico se dovessi scegliere tra le due opzioni.



[]
Ha mai considerato l'installazione di un sistema fotovoltaico sulla sua abitazione?
*

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'No' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 si, per favore indichi il maggiore ostacolo che ha incontrato all'installazione

 no

Inserire un commento sulla scelta fatta qui:

 

[]Quanto sono importanti per lei i seguenti fattori relativi all'installazione di un sistema
solare fotovoltaico?

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'No' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'si, per favore
indichi il maggiore ostacolo che ha incontrato all'installazione' Alla domanda '23 [Q17]' ( Ha mai considerato l'installazione di un
sistema fotovoltaico sulla sua abitazione? )

Scegliere la risposta appropriata per ciascun elemento:

 molto
importante

relativamente
importante

non molto
importante

per niente
importante non so

ridurre le bollette
dell'elettricità
il prezzo futuro
dell'elettricità
produrre la mia
elettricità
ridurre la dipendenza
dal petrolio importato
questioni ambientali
(riscaldamento globale,
piogge acide)



[]Rispetto all'installazione di un sistema solare fotovoltaico, quanto è preoccupato dei
seguenti aspetti? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'No' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'si, per favore
indichi il maggiore ostacolo che ha incontrato all'installazione' Alla domanda '23 [Q17]' ( Ha mai considerato l'installazione di un
sistema fotovoltaico sulla sua abitazione? )

Scegliere la risposta appropriata per ciascun elemento:

 molto
preoccupato

relativamente
preoccupato

non molto
preoccupato

per niente
preoccupato non so

prezzo iniziale
qualità dei pannelli
trovare un installatore
qualificato
connettersi a un
fornitore di elettricità
trovare assistenza
tecnica
idoneità del luogo (ad
es. esposizione solare)
estetica dei pannelli
solari
manutenzione
valore di vendita della
casa
effetto sulle tasse
difficoltà a trovare
pannelli solari certificati
stabilità del prezzo per
l'elettricità solare
prodotta

[]Dove cercherebbe inizialmente informazioni sui sistemi solari fotovoltaici? *

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era NO 'mai fino ad oggi' Alla domanda '1 [Q1]' (Quando ha sentito parlare per la prima volta di sistemi solari
fotovoltaici?) e La risposta era 'No' Alla domanda '3 [Q3]' (Ha un sistema fotovoltaico a casa sua?) e La risposta era 'si, per favore
indichi il maggiore ostacolo che ha incontrato all'installazione' Alla domanda '23 [Q17]' ( Ha mai considerato l'installazione di un
sistema fotovoltaico sulla sua abitazione? )

Scegliere tutte le corrispondenti:

 internet

 manifestazione locale (mostra, fiera, ecc.)

 rivista

 giornale

 tecnico certificato

 fornitore di pannelli fotovoltaici

 televisione

 vicini, amici, parenti

Altro:  



Informazioni demografiche

[]Di che sesso è?

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Femmina

 Maschio

[]A quale gruppo di età appartiene?

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 meno di 20

 20-35

 35-50

 50-65

 oltre 65

[]Com'é la sua abitazione?

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 vivo in un appartamento

 vivo in una casa indipendente

 Altro  

[]Di quanto stima le dimensioni del tetto della sua abitazione?

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era 'vivo in una casa indipendente' Alla domanda '29 [QD3]' (Com'é la sua abitazione?)

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 meno di 50 m2

 50-100 m2

 100-200 m2

 200-300 m2

 più di 300 m2



[]Quanti appartamenti ci sono nella casa in cui vive?

Rispondere solo se le seguenti condizioni sono rispettate:
La risposta era 'vivo in un appartamento' Alla domanda '29 [QD3]' (Com'é la sua abitazione?)

Scrivere la propria risposta qui:

 

[]Qual è il suo codice postale?

Scrivere la propria risposta qui:

 

[]Chi è il suo fornitore di energia elettrica?

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 Enel

 Hera

 Iren

 Edison

 Eni

 Altro  

[]In quale classe di reddito familiare (lordo) rientra?

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 meno di € 30.000

 € 30.000 - € 50.000

 € 50.000 - € 100.000

 più di € 100.000

[]Quante persone compongono la sua famiglia (incluso lei stesso)?

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

 più di 5



[]Qual è il suo titolo di studio?

Scegli solo una delle seguenti:

 licenza di scuola media inferiore

 licenza di scuola media superiore, precedentemente maturità

 maturità tecnica, licenza professionale

 laurea triennale

 laurea magistrale quinquennale/ specialistica/ vecchio ordinamento

 dottorato

 Altro  

[]Nell'ultimo anno ha acquistato qualcosa di quanto segue?

Scegliere tutte le corrispondenti:

 automobile ibrida

 sistema di riscaldamento/aria condizionata ad alta efficienza

 sistema solare termico per la produzione di acqua calda

 elettricità verde

 lampadine a risparmio energetico

 cibo biologico (regolarmente)

 nessuna di quelle citate



La ringraziamo per il suo contributo. Le sue risposte ci forniscono elementi per migliorare attuali e futuri sistemi di
incentivazione del fotovoltaico solare.

03.06.2013 – 11:11

Inviare il questionario.
Grazie per aver completato il questionario.
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